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to try to get back on to a system where the government would not be spend

ing more than it was getting and hore things would continue to be done by

private organizations which haveAAmerica great, instead of w by government
and which

monopoly which has made most of the world suffer./We have brough a

deeaying'r, d'-generation in most countries. lie went in thinking he would

accomplish a great deal in his second term. They had direction. Every

political party in American history has spied on every other political

party., and tried to determine what they were trying to do. But in this case

some underling without orders from the top, in his enthusiasm went beyond

what he was to do, and broke into the Democratic Headquarters. He did not

4
deal anything, he did not take anything. Two days before they had found a

bug in the Republican Headquarters in New York Ctty which some Democaat had
have

put there. But the people who have been brainwashed in college, are most

of the journalistic positions in our country today, and the result is you

can't listen to the TV anytime but you hear about the Watergate scandal.

And the Watergate scandal means everything is bad about Nixon, everything

he has done - In my opinion there is not a single thing that has been
was not

allefged
about him that has not been done to at least as twice as great

an extent by Lyndon Johnson, and.b-most y/residentJ, The way they

talk about the "tergate scandal"; the way they talk about Nixon, it is
t7

the attack of the-people who have been briinwashed this way to destroy

the American system. Now I am not urging you to go out and fight for the

American system. We are a little tiny thing compared with this influence

which has been spredJing in our Universities iaer 50 years. I struck it

when I first whent to college, and I was shocked by t. I found two or

three profeasros there who were brainwashing students in the direction of

just hating everything that has rade America great. But when I see it in

our journalists today, when see ft their prejudiced and lying attacks
to know

they are constantly making demanding?t*fl every single word a man has said

in private talking to his private associates in order to pick out anything
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